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Summary
This
policy
statement,
the
Board's
first,
establishes
the criteria
which the Defense Nuclear
Facilities
Safety
Board
will use in judging the
adequacy of DOE Responses
and Implementation
Plans
for Board Recomnlendations.
The criteria are derived
from the legal requirements
contained in the Board's
enabling legislation.

criteria for JUdging the Adequacy of DOE
Responses and Implementation Plans for
DNFSB Recommendations
The Board's authorizing statute requires the Secretary of Energy to
respond to each Board recommendation and to subsequently prepare an
implementation plan for those portions of the recommendation that
DOE accepts. The statute allows the Board to use its discretion and
jUdgment
in
assessing the adequacy of DOE
responses and
implementation plans.
I.

Evaluating DOE Responses

The statute requires the Secretary of Energy to "transmit his
response to the Board within 45 days after the date of publication
[in the Federal Register) ... of the notice with respect to such
recommendation or within such additional period, not to exceed
45 days, as the Board may grant."
The Act anticipates responses
which accept the Board's recommendations, and responses which
reject the Board's recommendations, in whole or in part. As we
have already learned from DOE's responses to the Board's first six
recommendations, however, there is a whole range of possible written
responses that the Board must be prepared to deal with in the
future.
For example, DOE may choose to rely upon a response letter Which
simply states that the Secretary agrees with or accepts a
recommendation of the Board.
Such action constitutes an
unconditional acceptance of the Board's recommendation,
and
acquiesces in the Board's interpretation of the recommendation's
terms
and
requirements.
Any
subsequent contradiction or
retrenchment from the response's unconditional acceptance in the
implementation plan will ordinarily be unacceptable to the Board.
Therefore, it is far preferable to air any real differences that DOE
may have with the recommendation in the response itself. Moreover,
preliminary discussions between the Board, its staff, and DOE prior
to the Secretary's issuance of a final response can avoid confusion,
disputes, misunderstanding, and wasted effort later in the process.
It should be noted that a response which rejects portions of a
recommendation may be an adequate response if, in the Board's
judgment, sound reasons are given for rejecting the recommendation,
and alternative means of protecting public health and safety are
specified. On the other hand, an evasive, nonresponsive, ambiguous,
or unclear response Which is labeled an acceptance by DOE is not
adequate.
The Board recognizes that a flawed response, if left
uncorrected,
will
only
lead
to
further
problems
in
the
implementation plan.
The following types of DOE responses may be encountered by the
Board:
1.

A response which says it is an acceptance, but by its
language or terms in fact rejects part of the recommendation.

2.

Ambiguous responses that could be interpreted
acceptance or rejection of the recommendation.

3.

Failure to address certain issues.

4.

Unqualified rejection of the entire recommendation.

5.

Silence, or no response.

6.

Unconditional
acceptance
of
the
entire
consistent with the terms set by the Board.

either

as

recommendation

Comparing DOE responses against this list of response types will
assist the Board in sorting out actual DOE acceptances from
rejections.
A valid acceptance is filed in a timely manner and
exhibits three key features:
(1) an understanding of what is being
asked or recommended; (2) a commitment by DOE to take action to meet
the recommendation; and (3) specification of what DOE intends to do
so that the Board can determine if all material terms of the
recommendation will be met, rather than avoided.
DOE's response need not be detailed or long, provided the Board is
satisfied that DOE understands what is being asked and intends to
accomplish the recommended action in a timely manner. If a response
satisfies the above three requirements, however, it need not present
the details of how and when the recommendation will be met-- that is
the purpose of the implementation plan.
II.

Evaluating DOE's Implementation Plan

As with responses, the statute, for the most part, gives the Board
discretion to use its judgment in assessing the adequacy of
implementation plans.
The statutory language expresses one major
substantive measure of an implementation plan' s effectiveness, which
is perhaps self-evident. since the Secretary must ordinarily "carry
out" and "complete" implementation in one year, it necessarily
follows that the plan must schedule, and otherwise assure, that
action is taken to accomplish the recommendation. The statute also
imposes two procedural requirements.
First, the Secretary must
"transmit the implementation plan to the Board within 90 days after
the date" of the Secretary's final decision on the recommendation.
If additional time is necessary to write the plan, the Secretary may
take an additional 45 days, provided he submits the reasons for the
delay to the appropriate congressional committees. second, if the
Secretary cannot carry out and complete the implementation plan
within one year, he must report the reasons for the delay to the
appropriate congressional committees.
The purpose of the implementation plan is to provide a basis and a
schedule
for
assuring
that
accepted
recommendations
are
accomplished.
A.

SUBSTANTIVE CRITERIA

1.

Does DOE understand the Board's recommendation?
2

DOE I S responses give the first indication of whether or not the
Board's recommendations have been communicated and understood. If
a response is adequate, the implementation plan should track the
response in this regard and clearly demonstrate an understanding of
the recommendation. If there is a clear restatement by DOE in the
implementation plan of the recommendation's goals, or of the
underlying issues or problems identified by the recommendation, the
Board can then reasonably assume that its initial recommendation was
understood.
DOE, however, maintains latitude to implement
recommendations in a wide variety of ways so long as the Board's
recommendations are achieved. Ultimately, the totality of all the
terms of plan will exhibit the level of DOE's understanding and
acceptance of the recommendation.
2.

What does DOE intend to do to accomplish the recommendation?

A clear acceptance of the Board's recommendation in DOE's response
is the initial indicator that DOE is committed to achieving the
recommended action. On the other hand, if an initial implementation
plan incorporates a response which does not signal DOE's intent to
fully meet the recommendation, the Board has grounds for serious
concern. A specific description of DOE's intended course of action,
in the implementation plan itself, is the best indicator of whether
DOE is committed to the accomplishment of the recommendation. Such
a description can also resolve questions raised by ambiguous or
unclear DOE responses, and clarify how DOE has chosen to interpret
the recommendation.
If DOE's response meets the terms of the recommendation, and that
response is incorporated in the implementation plan by reference, or
restated, the Board has reason to believe that DOE intends to
comply. That intent must be confirmed, however, by a full review of
the details of how DOE plans to accomplish the recommendation.
3.

What are ODE's baseline assumptions?

The depth and type of baseline assumptions can vary greatly
depending on the recommendation. Most implementation plans will be
based on engineering or technical assumptions. Some implementation
plans, if not all, will embrace administrative and legislative
assumptions also, i.e. compliance provided sufficient funds are
appropriated. Important assumptions should be presented in the
plan.
4.

Has DOE adequately outlined its approach?

DOE's approach must be outlined in sufficient detail to enable the
Board to independently assess the approach without doing the
underlying work. The plan should address the questions of how the
goals relating to safety will be aChieved and maintained. The Board
should be able to assess whether the approach is reasonable and
achievable within the specified time period.
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5. Has DOE adequately justified a course of action proposed in the
implementation plan?
The plan should contain a sound evaluation of the problem first
identified in the recommendation, including a root cause analysis
(or summary thereof), so that it is clear why DOE is taking the
proposed action.
The causes of any technical problems should be
identified, when appropriate, not just the administrative controls
(or lack thereof) that allowed the situation to occur. Reasons
should be given for agreeing with the recommendation, based on DOE's
own analysis.
6.

Has the plan truly called for completion or closure?

The plan should clearly provide a method for demonstrating
completion or closure in a manner that can be easily verified by the
Board.
B.

PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS

1.
Has DOE submitted the plan to the Board in accordance with
statutory deadlines?

2.
Has DOE established a realistic and achievable schedule for
completion?
Final deadlines, as well as intermediary milestones or checks and
deliverables with measures of accomplishment, should be identified
in the implementation plan.
3.
Has
DOE adequately provided for
implementation
corrections or process change in appropriate cases?

course

Complex, long range plans must be flexible enough to accommodate
change if necessary. A process should be defined for configuration
management or change control so that the proposed action can be
modif.ied if additional information dictates, or changes in the
assumptions occur.
4.

Has DOE provided for quality assurance in appropriate cases?

The Board may require a plan to specify how the quality of the
proposed action will be assured.
Quality issues include
qualifications of people involved,
internal checks on the
implementation as the task is completed, final verification,
independent oversight, and chain of custody on records, samples,
other critical data and documentation.
5.
Does the Plan provide for adequate reporting in appropriate
cases?
A reporting scheme and schedule should be specified to assure the
Board remains informed of the status of the progress and any new
related issues that may appear.
4
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response and lmp\cmCtltation plan.
furthermore. the statement formally
identiftc9, for 11le benefit of DOE and the
public. the Doard's expcctarions
regarding the elements the Doard
believes are necessary for an adequate
response and implcmentation plan,
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1. Evaluating DOE Responses
The statute requires the Secretary of
Energy to "transmit his response to the:
Doard within 45 days after the date of
publication (in the Federal Regisler]
SUMMARY: The Defense Nu~lear
• • • of tl'le: notice with respect to such
Facilities Safety Doard has unanimously
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.
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anticipates responses which accept the
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Board's recommendations. and
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rcsponse', unconditional acceptance in
received DOE responses to Six of the
the implementation plan will ordinarily
first seven recommendations made to
be unacceptable to the Board. Therefore,
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it is far preferable to air any real
five implementation plnns .submitted by
differences that DOE may have with the
om:..
recommendation in tbe response itself.
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Cl'Ueria lor Judging the Adequacy of
DOE RespolJses and Implementation
Plan$ for DNFSB Recommendations
The Board's authorizing statute
requires the Secretary of Energy to
respond to each Board recommendation
and to 8ub,equently prepare an
implementa.tion plan for those portions
of the recommendation that DOE
accepts. The statute allows the Board to
use its discretion ~d judgment in
'
assessing the adequacy of DOE
responses and irnplementatidn plans_

response if. in the Donrd's judgment.
sound reuson~ are given for rejecting the
recommencJal.ion. ond alternative means
.or protecting public health and safety
arC :specified. On tlu~ other hand, an
evasive. nonresponsive. ambig\1OUs, or
unclear respon:se which is labeled an
acceptance by DOE is .not adequate. The
Board recognizes that a 'flawed
response. if le.n uncorrected, will only .
lead to further problem~ in the
implementation plan.
The: following types of DOE responses
may be encountered by the Donrd:
1. A rcs(1~nse which -says it is an
. acceptance, but by its language or teons
in fa.ct rejects part of tlle
recommendatiofL
2.. Ambiguous responses that could be
interpreted either as ~cceptanc~ or
rejection of the rccoplD\endation~
3. Failure to address certain issues. '
4. Unqualified rejection of the entire
recommendation.
'
5, Silence. or no rcspon$~_
6_ Unconditionalacceptancc of the
entire recommendation consistent with
the terms set by the Board.
~ Comparing DOE response's against
this list of response types will 8ssisfthe
Board in sorting oul actual DOE
accepUlIlces from rejections. A valid
acceptance is filed in a timely manner
and exhibits three key fealures: (1) an
understanding of what is being asked or
recommendcd;,(2) a conunillnenl by
OOE to take aclion 10 meel the .
recommendation: and (3) specification
of what DOE intCl1ds to do so tllat the
Board can detennine if 811 material
tenns of the recommendation will be
met. rather than avoided.
..
DOE's response need not be detailed
or l<?ng. provided the Board is satisfied
that DOE understands wh~t is being
a:sked end Intends to accomplish the
recommended action in a timely
manner. lC a response satisfics the
above three requirements, however. it
need not present the details of how and
when the recommendation will be metthaI is the purpose of the
.
implementation plan.
It Evaluating DOE"s1mplementation
Plan
As with responses, the st;;ltute, for the
mOst part, gives the Board discretion to
use its judgment in assessing the
adequacy of implementation. plans. TIlt:
statutory language expresses one major
substantive measure of all
implementation pll;ln's effectiveness,
which is perhaps self-evident. Since the
Secretary must ordil13rily "carry auf"
and "complchf' implcmcnt.'llion in One
year, it ncccss.::trily folloh's that the plan
must schedule. t!l1d othcrwi:>e as:';ure.

I

FcdC(4)1 Rcgistcl""

hat aC::U!1 is takcn to accol'upli:sh tltc
recnmme:1dation. 111c statute also
imroscs two proC4;dural reql~ir'Cment3.
Firsl the Secretary must "Inmsmit the
implementation plan to the Goard within
gn days after the dat~" of the Secretary's
rinl;ll decision on the recommendation. If
additional time is ncccsslHY to "",,rile the
plan, t1~c Sccretary mn'y take an
odditiollill45 dllY~, providc~ he 'submil:!l
the rC<lson~ for tile delay to tlh7=.
.appropriate congressional comi'lU'l.1ittees~
C:;ccond, if the Secretary ca:mot carry
out on4 complete the:implemen~aHon
plan witllin one year, he mu~'~ report tbe
reasons ror the' delay to 'the appropriate
'congression'nl cornrilittees,·
.
'The purpose 'or the implementation
,plan is.lo provide a basi, 'and a schedule.
. for assuring that accepted
.
recomm~nd.ations a~ accomplished.

A ..substantive eriledo '
1. Does DOE understand the Board's

recommendation? '

,
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(lod clarify how DOE hns choscn to
in:erpr~( the recommendation.
If DOE', response meets the terms of
the rccomn~endation., and that rcspO;lse
is incorporated in the implementation
plan by reference., or restated. lhe DQi~rd
has rca.SOI'I to believe thut DOE intends
to comply. loot intent m~st be
confinncd. howe:vcr. by a full review of
the details of how DOE plans to
ac::complish the recommcndation.
3. What are DOE'u baseline
assurnptions? .

The deplh illnd type of baseHoe
'osswnplions can vary greatly depending
on the recommendation. Most
implementation plans will be based on
engineering or technic.at assumptions.
Some Implementation plans, if no! all.
"will embrace administrative and
legislative assumptions elsa. i.e.
compliance provided sufficient funds are
appropriated. ImportaQt asswnptions
should be presented in the plan.

I
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Uoard in accordar.ce with statutory
deadlinc::s?
2. Has DOE eslaulishcd a realistic and
achievable schedule for completion?

Final deadlines. alii well {IS : '
inlennediary milestones Of checks und
deliverables with measuJ;es'of
QccompHstunent. should be iden.tined in
the implemen!ation plan.
3, HUB DOE adequately provided for
implementation course corrections Or
process change i"n 'appropriote ca~es?

Complex:long range plans must be .
flexible enough to.accommodate change'.
if necessary. A process should be
defined for confa.guration management
or change control so that the proposed
action can be modified if additional
inronnation dictates. or Changes in the
asswnptions occur. ......
.

4. Has DOE provided for quality
assurance in i,lppropriate cases?
DOE's responses give the first
indication of whether 01' flO! the Board's
The Board may require a plan to
4. Has DOE adequately outlined its
recommendations.have been
specify how the qualify 'of the proposed
'approach1
communicaled and understood. If a
action will·be assured.. Qu'ality issues
DOFs approach must_be outlined in
'respose is adequate. the implementation
include qualifications of people
~ 1)lan should track the f'Csponse in this
sufficient detail to enable the Board to
involved. intemal'checks 00 the
reg'ar4, and clearly de..'1lonstrate an
independently assess the approac::h
implementation as the'lask is' <;ompleted,
mdersl.andL~gofthe'recomendatiofl;. If
without doing,the underlying'work. TIle
final verification. independent ove~ight...
there is a clear restatement by DOE in
_plan-should address the questions of
and chain or custody on·rCC9rds.
:the'implementation plan of the __
how tl,e goals relating- to safety will be
'samples, other critical rlat~ and
recommendation's goals. or of tl-...e··'
achic\"ed and maintained; The Board
documentaHon..·
tinaedying: issues or 'problem.s1dentified
should be able to assess whether-.the ..
s. Oocs the Plan provide for odeq!HJtc
1'l)y the recomm.enda lion.-Ute Bo~rd can .
approach is reasonable and achie'vable
reporting in appropriate' cases1
.then reasO:'lably a~sume that its initial
wi~in the,sp~cificd t~me period.
.
.recommendation was understood_ DOE,
A reporting sche.me and schedule
-5. Has 00£ adequately justified a
jhowever, maintains latitude to
. should be specified to assure the Board
course of action proposed in .the
'implement recommendatioruJ in a wide'
rem'ains infonned·of the status of the
varil!ty of wtlys so long os lhe Board's .
.implementation plan?
progress Ilnd a:ny new rclated issues
recommendations are achIeved. ,
that may appear.
.
.
The
pla~'1.
should
contain
8 sound ..
Ultimately, the totality orall the terms of
evu~.tlation.o~
the
I)roblem
first
identified
John". Cot""il)!,.
the-plan-will e"hihit the-level of-OOFs
in the r:ecommendatiOn.. ~ncJuding a roQt
ChQirfll<.JJI.
undct1>t.anding·ond acccptahcc of the
Ci,luse analysis (or summary lbcreo(), so
reCommenda lion.
. '. .
,.
tlwt it is clear why DOE is taking the
Appcndlx-1'ransmiU::tt l..eHer Co the
2, 'What does 'DOg intend do to
proposed·aCtion. The causes of any
Seaetary of Enel'gY
.Qccompli~h ~e recon,un~~dat.ion1
technical probleln$ should be identified,
Oclober 19. 1990.
.' A deer acceplanCe
the Board's
when appropriate, not'just the
nit: Honot'3.ble J~m~ O. \Valk.iM, Secretary
recommend.ation in DOcs response is
administralive controls (or tack thereof)
or Energy. Wa.shlnglon.. DC 2OS65
lhe init..i.ul indicator that DOE is
that allowed the situation to occur.
commiUed to 8chi~viog tlle
.
Ref: ONFSB Policy Slatement No.1: Criteria
Reasons·should be: given for agreeing
for Judging the Adequacy of DOE
recommended action. On the other haud.. with the recommendation. based 01'1
Responses and Implementation Plon:s
if an initial implementation plan
OOE'4 Own an.alysis.
Dear Mr. Seeretary: Encloud please lind
incorporates 3 response which does not
policy criteria whiGh the Bonrd I,ln3nin\ou~dy
6_ Has 'he plan tnlly called for
signal ODE's intenl to fully meetlhe
adopted for judging the adequacy of DOE
completion 0-:: closure?
rl;!commendation. the Ooard has ground"
response, aod hnptcmcntalion plans for
for scriOll.!l: concern. A Gpecific
The plan should clearly provide a
Ooard rcwmmcndalion:J. We ha\,'c pre1J"iolJ.$ly
'description of DOE's 'interldcd course of
method for demonstrating completion Or
circulated draft criteria with DOE. sta(f
action. in the implementiltion plan it5elf.
rcsponsillie (or preparing respot\3e:t and
c::Iosure in a m3nner that cdn be e<\$i1y
is the best indiC3tor of whether DOE is
imlj!cmcnlatiun plEms.llIc use of the critliri~.
verified uy the DO::lrd,
commitl~d to the accon'lplishmcot of the
together- wilh the dO$c cooperutiofl or ooe;
recommendation. Such a description can 0, Proccdnool nequiremcrr/s
and nQ:ll'd slarr. !lillie rC3ul:r.c.1 in more
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